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Magic Bullet Suite 13 includes two new, powerful color correction tools: Colorista and Cosmo.
Colorista gives you a step by step process for balancing your shot instantly, with the most accurate

results. Plus, it includes powerful features like the DeHaze for natural looking skies and overcast
skies, and the B&W for making your skies black and white. Cosmo lets you choose from nine

powerful looks and control them with a few simple clicks. It’s the most powerful and easiest-to-use
live color grading tool yet. Magic Bullet Suite 6 is the most powerful and intuitive real-time color

correction tool available without switching to another program is a complete set of plug-ins that will
give you everything you need to look great when shooting in the editing timeline. You can use five
different viewing modes to quickly assess your color balance and contrast, and easily fine-tune the
look of your shot before applying it to your entire timeline. You can now apply looks to your shots
instantly, right on the timeline. Plus, Magic Bullet Cosmo lets you choose from nine different film,
vintage, and cartoon looks and control them with a few simple clicks. These include B&W looks,
vintage looks, retro looks, and a variety of cartoon looks. Magic Bullet Suite 8 is a full-featured
application that gives you everything you need to make your footage look great, right on your

editing timeline. It comes equipped with seven advanced tools including Trapcode Movie Denoiser,
Magic Bullet Colorista, Magic Bullet Colorista Guided, Magic Bullet Cosmo, Magic Bullet Cosmo,

Trapcode Colorista, and Trapcode White Balance.
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